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Model Code F5577
revision 00 of 23-11-18
(the present replaces any previous versions)

Designer: centro studi interno
Structure: pinewood, multilayer and plywood
Spring system: elastic webbing
Seat Padding: ecological polyurethane foam covered with thin
polyester padded mattress sewn to the covering.

Density of seat and back
Markets

Seat

Back

I

35 Medium

27

GB

37 fire retardant

27 fire retardant

Others

35 Medium

27

D - NL - CH
USA - California

Note: when no values/contents are specified in the chart, please refer to 'Others' field/area.

Back Padding: backrests and headrests in ecological polyurethane
foam covered with thin polyester padded mattress sewn to the covering.
Arm Interior: ecological polyurethane foam covered with thin polyester
padded mattress sewn to the covering.

Removability: not available.
Sewing: cuts and sewing vary on microfiber (or fabric) coverings.

Coverings
suggested

thick leathers



thin elastic leathers



not suggested

natural leathers
fabric*



microfibre*



leather + split

Mechanisms: the model is equipped with manually adjustable
headrests, with the exception of fixed headrest versions. Electric recliner
versions feature electric recliner mechanisms operated by touch pad (Fig.
TP) positioned on the seat sides. The depth of the sofa with open recliner
is 150.5 cm.

Standard feet: P633A, in pvc h 3 cm with anti-slip rubber. PL796, in
rosewood colored beech-wood, h. 3 cm, only on front sides of recliner
versions.
Optional versions: left armrests are equipped with a storage pocket
(Pic. 1136_TASCA) on the side.

Please note: configurations including two recliners, one on each side of
versions 000, J84, T71, J83 are not recommended, as that would not
allow two recliners to be opened at the same time. The model is
completely finished on all sides; each single element is upholstered also
on inner sides.

not possible



DeLuxe



multi colour



multi-category



multi covering



Please note: for not removable models, only one colour fabric covers are available.
* fabrics and microfibers are not available for the U.K. market

Available in Single Covering entirely in leather, fabric or
microfiber. Also available in Multicolor (more colors of the same
article in fabric or microfiber) or in Multicovering (matching of
different articles). Multicolor: 1st color edges (footrests) +
armrests, in fabric or microfiber. 2nd col. seat cushions (upper
sides) + back cushions (lateral and rear sides included), in fabric
or microfiber. 3rd col. headrests, in fabric or microfiber.
Multicovering: 1st cov. edges (footrests) + armrests, in leather,
fabric or microfiber. 2nd cov. seat cushions (upper sides) + back
cushions (lateral and rear sides included), in fabric or microfiber.
3rd cov. headrests, in leather, fabric or microfiber. Please pay
attention: ottoman versions are only available in single color and
single covering. See schematics on last page.

Multicovering / Components / Optional vers.

prm1136_m

1136_TASCA

TP

Feet

________

P633A

PL796

Ottoman

With the reservation of carrying for production purposes and without
advanced notices
modifications on the materials, coverings and
dimensions of the product as indicated in the relevant specification. The
given dimensions and volume are of indicative value being subject to the
production process tolerances.
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

L 101
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 101
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 101
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 101
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 135
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

version code

J80

J81

110

120

AA1

Description

fixed headrest

fixed headrest lhf

1 right arm

1 left arm facing

f.head.xl rhf chair

rhf chaire

chaire

facing chair

chair

L 135
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 135
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 135
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 101
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 101
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 135
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

AA2

Q86

Q87

173

174

Q88

fi.head.xl lhf

xl rhf chair

xl lhf chair

elec.rec.chair

elec.rec.chair

el.rec.xl rhf chair

1arm raf

1arm laf

chair

L 135
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 155
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 81
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 81
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 81
H98 D97 SH44 SD56

L 112
H98 D90 SH44 SD56

Q89

U26

J82

130

E95

J83

el.rec.xl lhf chair

electric recliner

fixed headrest

chair without

elec.recl.armless

fixed headrest

xl chair

armless chair

armr.

chair

corner chair

L 110
H98 D110 SH44 SD56

L 110
H98 D110 SH44 SD56

L 101
H98 D155 SH44 SD116

L 101
H98 D155 SH44 SD116

L 101
H98 D155 SH44 SD116

T71

J84

000

AA3

AA4

410

corner chair

fixed herdrest

corner

fixed headr. rhf

fixed headr. lhf

chaise lon.raf

ch.long.

ch.long.

arm fac

L 112
H98 D90 SH44 SD56

corner
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L Length - H Height - D Depth - SH Seat Height - SD Seat Depth
Dimensions refer to maximum sizes of the version with closed mechanism (where available).

dimensions

L 101
H98 D155 SH44 SD116

L 81
H98 D155 SH44 SD114

L 81
H98 D155 SH44 SD114

L 90
H44 D90 SH- SD-

L 81
H44 D97 SH- SD-

version code

420

J85

T63

560

781

Description

chaise lon.lft arm

fixed

chaise longue

big ottoman

meridien ottoman

fac

headr.armless ch

with no arm.

long

LH- D- SH- SD-

V18
e95 + 130 + 000 +
130 + 781
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Multicolor (different colors belonging to the same material)



YES




1st color
SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC

MICROFIBER


SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC

SPLIT

LEATHER

FABRIC



3rd color





SPLIT

LEATHER

MICROFIBER

FABRIC



MICROFIBER



SPLIT

LEATHER

SPLIT

LEATHER



3rd cover

Multicategory (different categories belonging to the same
material)

NO





2nd cover

MICROFIBER



YES

1st cover



2nd color

Multicover (combination of different materials)
NO

FABRIC


MICROFIBER


FABRIC

MICROFIBER



YES
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